One significant problem in tile-based texture synthesis is the presence of conspicuous seams in the tiles. The reason is that the sample patches employed as primary patterns of the tile set may not be well stitched if carelessly picked. In this paper, we introduce an optimized approach that can stably generate an ω-tile set of high pattern diversity and high quality. Firstly, an extendable rule is introduced to increase the number of sample patches to vary the patterns in an ω-tile set. Secondly, in contrast to the other concurrent techniques that randomly choose sample patches for tile construction, our technique uses Genetic Algorithm to select the feasible patches from the input example. This operation insures the quality of the whole tile set. Experimental results verify the high quality and efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Generating novel photo-realistic imagery from smaller examples has been widely recognized as significant in computer graphics. A wide number of applications require realistic textures to be synthesized for object decoration in virtual scenes. The global repeatability within texture images is essential to texture synthesis techniques. This inherent property makes it possible to express adequate texture information with limited portions.
Nowadays local region-growing methods are popularly used in texture synthesis. These methods generate the texture by growing one pixel [3, 9, 29, 2] or patch [8, 15, 21, 30, 20, 14] at a time with the constraint of maintaining coherence of neighboring pixels in the grown region. Such approaches always suffer the timeconsuming neighborhood matching in the example and do not sufficiently meet real-time applications. On the other hand, some near real-time texture synthesis methods usually achieved low quality results for the lack of optimization in the pre-processing [31, 32] or needed very complex pre-computation and data structures [18] . Recently efficient GPU-based texture synthesis techniques [16, 17] have also been proposed, however they always demand a high performance graphics hardware, and their methods suffer from the pixel-based synthesis issue of performing poorly on textures with semantic structures not captured by small neighbor-hoods.
An alternative approach is to pre-compute a set of small tiles and use these tiles to generate arbitrary size of non-periodic images at run time [5, 28, 22, 7] . The tile-based method usually employs a set of sample patches which are extracted from the input example as texturing primitive. Then tiles are constructed by stitching sample patches together following some given rules. This technique requires only a small amount of memory and is very useful in many real-time applications, although sometimes achieving low quality results or dull patterns for the lack of optimization on the tile set.
In this paper, we present an approach for tile-based texture synthesis that is based on the optimization of tile set quality within a Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based framework. Our main contribution is to merge some locally defined optimization measures into a global evaluation function that can jointly optimize the quality of the entire tile set. This evaluation function balances the qualities among tiles and can be optimized by GA with reasonable computational cost. GA is an efficient and near global optimum search method [26, 13, 19, 24] , which can automatically achieve and accumulate knowledge about the search space and adaptively control the search process to approach the global optimal solution.
Our approach starts with an 8-tiles ω-tile set used in [22] as the basic tile set (Figure 2(a) ). An extendable rule will be given to directly derive new tile sets from existing ones. By employing more sample patches during the tile construction process, the new ω-tile sets introduced in this paper can generate patterns more abundant than the sets of similar sizes in both [22] and [5] .
As shown in Figure 1 (b), an ω-tile is constructed by finding a matching patch from the input, and merging it into the intermediate tile using graph-cut. The intermediate tile is the combination of four sample patch quarters. We propose a global optimization algorithm to search for a feasible set of sample patches. Intermediate tiles formed by these patches will satisfy both local and global optimal conditions. The local condition implies that each intermediate tile could find an adequately well matching patch (the texture patch picked from the input example to merge into the intermediate tile for erasing junctions) from the input, while the global condition means that the tile qualities are balanced according to their smallest matching errors. The two conditions are interpreted together as an evaluation function. This function is defined as the linear combination of the sum of the matching errors (the distance between the intermediate tile and the candidate matching patch) between intermediate tiles and their closest matching patches (the candidate matching patch with the smallest distance), and the standard variance of all the errors. Sample patches selection proceeds by optimizing this evaluation function using GA. We start searching with a group of sample patches extractions. The optimization procedure improves the quality of the entire group through successive iterations of the algorithm. The final solution is the best extraction in the group when GA terminates.
RELATED WORK
Texture tiling. Cohen et. al [5] developed a stochastic algorithm to non-periodically tile the plane with a small set of Wang-tiles at run time. Wei [28] extended this work with GPU to improve tilebased texture mapping. Ng et al. [22] presented another approach to generate a set of small texture tiles from an input example. These tiles could also be tiled together to synthesize large textures. Our technique uses their ω-tiles as the tile set pattern. Figure 1 a typical ω-tile set in [22] . All these approaches require a set of sample patches extracted from the input example to generate the primary tile patterns, so the quality of their texture tiling results is not stable due to the uncertainty of the sample patches.
The previous ω-tile construction process is shown in Figure 1 (b). The approach starts with randomly obtaining a set T of square sample patches from the input example. Each patch is assigned to be related with one color square. Then an intermediate tile can be cut from the middle of the texture block. Different intermediate tiles are generated according to the different arrangements of the sample patches (corresponding to the arrangements of the color squares). The cross junctions where four quarters meet is erased by picking a matching patch from the input and merging it into the intermediate tile with graph-cut. The matching patch is the same size as the intermediate tile. A circle is employed to constrain the boundary of the cutting curve in order to maintain the continuity of the patterns between matching sides in the tiling image. Genetic Algorithm. GA is a stochastic search method for solving optimization problems. It is so named because the scheme is based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. Research interests in heuristic search algorithms with underpinnings in natural and physical processes began in the 1970s, when Holland [11] proposed GA. GA generates a sequence of populations using a selection mechanism, and applies crossover and mutation as search mechanisms. It has demonstrated considerable success in providing good solutions to many complex optimization problems [19, 27] , such as capital budgeting, vehicle routing problem, critical path problem, parallel machine scheduling, redundancy optimization, open inventory network etc. The advantage of GA is due to its ability to obtain a global optimal solution fairly in a multidimensional search landscape, which has several locally optimal solutions as well. Hence it is a powerful technique that can be applied in texture synthesis.
TILE SET FORMATION
We choose the size-8 ω-tile set in [22] as the basic tile set, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Here we use B to denote it. A set of squares P = {R, G, B, Y } are used to compose the color blocks.
Tile Patterns Analysis
The tiling process using ω-tiles is carried out in scan-line order. Once the tile in the left-top corner is fixed, the rest tiles in the tiling are laid one by one from left to right, and top to bottom, consistent with the square colors of their neighbors. A valid tiling using B is shown in Figure 2 (b). The basic tile set composed of only 8 tiles will draw undesirable repetitive patterns in a large synthesis image. Two methods are proposed in [22] to overcome this artifact. One way is to pick two patches from the input for each original tile. It can only partly eliminate the repetitive patterns because we should not neglect the repetitive patterns caused by the central parts of the sample patches. As shown in the rightmost column of Figure 1 (b), the central pattern of the sample patch still possesses an important role in the tiling. To solve this problem, we develop an effective method to directly increase the number of the sample patches, without losing the characteristics of the whole tile set. The other way used in [22] is to increase the tiles quantity by using more arrangements of the sample patches. This method is also suitable for our approach.
Increase Sample Patches
We add new patterns into the ω-tile set by enlarging the size of the sample patches set T. This operation is proceeded directly on B.
We derive new tiles with the following steps:
1. Randomly pick a square from set P as the "reference" square (or reference color). Without losing generality, we choose the yellow square as the reference square.
2. Add a new square to the set P. Here we use C (Cyan) to represent it. Then the new square set is enlarged to be P1 = {R, G, B, Y, C}.
3. Generate new tiles by replacing the yellow squares with cyan squares in B.
4. Add another two tiles by replacing only one yellow square with cyan in the tile B, Y, Y, R .
The new tiles formed by the above method is shown in Figure  2 (c). The last two tiles are the additional tiles generated by step The new tiles together with B forms the new ω-tile set N1. Despite of the two "additional" tiles, the other new tiles plus the tile R, G, G, B can be considered as a copy of the basic set B. It can be used independently to tile arbitrary size area. We use N 1 to indicate the tile set which possesses all the tiles in N1 except the two additional tiles. During the tiling process, if only N 1 is used, there will be no problem if no yellow square and cyan square need to be matched at the same time when placing a tile. It can be treated as a pattern duplication with the basic tile set. The cases shown in Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3 (b) appear where yellow square and cyan squares are needed to be matched simultaneously, there will be no matching tile in N 1 . Now the two additional tiles are necessary to complete the tiling process. In fact these two patterns are just the extensions of the pattern in Figure 3 (c), which is one of the tiling patterns using the basic set B. Therefore, the new tile set N1 can be used to tile any large area and maintains all the properties of the ω-tile set which are stated in [22] .
We can continue to increase the number of sample patches into six by following the same rule. Based on the tile set N1, we pick Usually the set N2 which contains 38 tiles is enough to achieve a less-repetitive tiling result.
TILE CONSTRUCTION
The tiling quality is directly decided by the quality of the final tile set. As illustrated in Figure 1(b) , the graph-cut result performed between the intermediate tile and the matching patch will directly affect the tile quality. Thus, special care should be taken when picking sample patches from the input, so that the intermediate tiles can get feasible matching patches for graph-cut operations. The random picking method used in [5] and [22] is not optimal for this requirement. The intermediate tile formed by randomly chosen sample patches can not insure the finding of a good matching patch from the example. On the other hand, because of the great quantity of pixels in an image, it is almost impossible to use brute-force searching method to find the best sample patches extraction. For example, for an input example of size 128 × 128, if we set the tile size to be 80 × 80, there will be (48 × 48) n choices for the sample patches extraction (n is the number of sample patches). It is an unacceptable computational requirement for a normal PC in reasonable time. Our approach can efficiently and accurately solve this problem.
Algorithm Overview
Our optimized sample patch selection algorithm is essentially based on GA. GA starts with an initial set of randomly generated chromosomes called a population where each chromosome encodes a solution to the optimization problem. All chromosomes are evaluated by an evaluation function which is some measure of fitness. A selection process based on the fitness values will form a new population. The cycle from one population to the next is called a generation. In each new generation, all chromosomes will be updated by the crossover and mutation operations. Then the selection process selects chromosomes to form a new population. After performing a given number of cycles, or other termination criteria is satisfied, we denote the best chromosome into a solution, which is regarded as the optimal solution of the optimization problem. We will follow this framework to develop our algorithm.
Optimized Sample Patches Selection
The original problem of sample patches selection is to search for n sample patches from the input example to fill the m tiles. For example for the ω-tile set N2, {n = 6, m = 38}. Then the intermediate tiles filled by the these sample patches can safely find feasible matching patches under the given rules for junction flattening. Here we use GA to optimally find the n sample patches:
Initialization: To ensure an optimal solution be obtained in a reasonable runtime, an initial population consists of a considerable amount of chromosomes (n sample patches) is necessary. To start the algorithm, an integer pop size is defined as the number of chromosomes. From the input example, pop size chromosomes is selected randomly, denoted by {A1, A2, ..., Apop size}. Every chromosome contains n sample patches (n genes) selected from the example image:
.., pop size
We encode each gene as the coordinate of the sample patch in the input example.
Evaluation: In GA, the selection of chromosomes to reproduce is determined by a probability assigned to each chromosome Ai. This probability is proportional to its fitness relative to other chromosomes in the population, i.e. chromosomes with higher fitness will have more chance to produce offsprings by the selection process. In the context of sample patches selection, the fitness of a chromosome, is evaluated by an evaluation function, E(Ai) which measures the performance of the sample patches derived from that chromosome. The evaluation function, in essence, computes the minimum matching error between the intermediate tile and the candidate matching patch. It involves searching for translations of the input image that match well with the intermediate tile. Let I(p) and T (p) be the pixels at the position p in the input example and the intermediate tile, the evaluation function is defined as:
where Cj(t) is the matching error at translation t of the jth tile. It defines the distance between the intermediate tile and the candidate matching patch. St is the portion of the translated input overlapping the tile, PT is the set of valid translations (candidate matching patches) in the input, and Dj is the minimum matching error within all the translations. Vi is the variance of all the minimum errors, we add this factor in order to protect the global quality of the final tile set. It avoids that intermediate tiles with extremely high and extremely low matching errors appear together in the same set. So the evaluation function E(Ai) is the linear combination of the minimum error sum and the variance. We set λ = 0.8 for all the experiments in this paper. Note that our evaluation function is very similar to the energy function used in [14] for texture optimization, while here we use GA rather than Expectation Maximization (EM) to optimize it.
To obtain an optimal tile set, we need to determine the best sample patches that has the least overall matching error. Hence, the fitness function F (Ai) for selection is defined as the inverse of the evaluation function, i.e. F (Ai) =
E(A i )
. Based on the value of the fitness function for each chromosome, the population of chromosomes {A1, A2, ..., Apop size} is rearranged from high fitness to low fitness.
Selection:
The selection process is basically a "spinning the roulette wheel" process. The roulette wheel is spun pop size times and each time a chromosome from the rearranged population {A1, A2, ..., Apop size} is selected. As we have stated, the chromosome with higher fitness should have a higher probability to be selected. It is achieved by the following steps:
1. Define a ranking function for each chromosome
where α ∈ (0, 1) is a predefined parameter.
2. Based on this ranking function, calculate the cumulative probability, qi for each chromosome Ai · qi is given by 
Select the i
th chromosome Ai such that qi−1 < γ ≤ qi. Repeat step 3 and step 4 until pop size copies of chromosomes are obtained. These pop size copies of selected chromosomes {Â1,Â2, ...,Âpop size} are the mother chromosomes for the reproduction of the next generation.
Crossover: The crossover process will produce a new generation of population based on the set of mother chromosomes {Â1,Â2, ...,Âpop size} resulting from the selection process. We define Pc ∈ [0, 1] as the probability of crossover.
Hence, the expected number of mother chromosomes that will undergo crossover is Pc · pop size. To pick the parents for crossover, we perform the following action:
For i = 1 to pop size generate a random number γ; if γ < Pc putÂi in a parent list else putÂi in a non-parent list end.
We denote the parent list as {Ã1,Ã2, ...} and the non-parent list as {Ā1,Ā2, ...}. If there are odd number of members in the parent list, the last member will be switch to the non-parent list. With an even number of member in the parent list, we group the members into pairs {(Ã1,Ã2), (Ã3,Ã4), ...}. A random natural number c ∈ [2, n] is generated and applied to the crossover operation to each parent pair to produce two children given by:
A new generation of population is produced by combining the children produced by the parent pairs and the non-parent chromosomes.
Mutation: In GA, to avoid the solution being bounded by a local optimum, a mutation process is applied to the chromosomes in the new generation. We define Pm ∈ (0, 1) as the probability of mutation. Hence, the expected number of chromosomes that will undergo mutation is Pm · pop size. Similar to the picking of chromosomes for crossover, chromosomes are picked for mutation based on Pm. For each chromosome picked, denoted by
, two mutation position n1 and n2 is randomly chosen where 1 ≤ n1 < n2 ≤ n − 1. For j = n1 to n2, change g j l to a random patch from the input example which does not equal 252 Figure 4 : Results for image texture synthesis. For each texture, the input is on the left and the output is on the right. All results are generated in real-time with the corresponding ω-tiles. to any of the existing genes. After all the genes in and between the two mutation positions are changed, A l changes to form a new mutated chromosome A l .
Termination: Two termination criteria are used. Either the process is executed to produce a fixed number Ng of generations, or no further improvement for the best solution is observed in No consecutive generations. The best solution among all these generations (the chromosome with the highest fitness) is chosen as the result when GA is terminated. Otherwise, the algorithm goes back to the evaluation step and begins the next iteration.
Working Flow
The GA-enhanced sample patches selection algorithm can effectively reduce the boundary artifacts caused by the mergence of the intermediate tile and its matching patch during the graph-cut process. The whole working flow of our optimized tile-based texture synthesis algorithm is: in pre-computation, first randomly initialize a considerable number of sample patches sets (as the chromosomes) from the input example, then use GA to find the best one. Finally graph-cut is employed for junction elimination. The run-time tiling process is the same as [22] , we can synthesize arbitrary size of texture images in real-time. Figure 4 shows some texture synthesis results using our algorithm. All the results are tiled in real-time with the ω-tile set N2 which contains 38 tiles (illustrated in Figure 2 ). Here we use the same parameters for GA with {pop size = 40, α = 0.05, Pc = 0.3, Pm = 0.2, Ng = 50, No = 5} in all the experiments of Figure 4 . The most time-consuming procedure in our GA is the fitness evaluation of the chromosomes. In this procedure, we use approximatenearest-neighbor search (ANN) [1] to accelerate the neighborhood matching operation between each intermediate tile and the input example. Note that the other techniques such as TSVQ [10, 29] , FFT [12, 25] and mixture trees [6] can also be employed here. Execution times of the GA-based sample patches selection process are listed in Table 1 . All timing results are reported for our unoptimized C++ code on a Pentium 4 3.2GHz PC with 1GB RAM. The sequence of the example names is consistent with the image positions in Figure  4 , from left to right and top to bottom. The timings indicate that using GA is an efficient way to select feasible sample patches. The most important parameters in GA are the population size pop size and the generation number Ng. In Figure 5 and Figure 6 From left to right: the input example, result using Equation (1), (2) and (3).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
we show comparisons of using different population sizes and different generation numbers in GA. The other parameters are set to be the same as Figure 4 . The input examples are the same as the input texture in the first row of Figure 8 . Normally the setting of {pop size = 40, Ng = 50} is enough for most synthesis.
We can generate the distance function defined in Equation (1) to incorporate other characteristics of the texture besides color. For example, in order to use image gradients as an additional similarity metric, we could define the distance as
or
where
] is the gradient operator and µ is a relative weighting coefficient (µ = 10 in our experiments). Figure 7 shows the synthesis results using different distance metrics. Even though we have experimented with color and gradient, one could use other distance metric which measures some property of the texture patch. For most textures, we can simply use the color as the distance metric, as all the experiments in Figure 4 do.
We compare our results with other techniques in Figure 8 . We can see that the qualities of our results are comparable with the offline graph-cut method [15] (even though, their results outperform ours when synthesizing some structural textures) while better than the other CPU-based real-time techniques. The results in Figure 4 and Figure 8 show that our method is a very good choice for textures without very clear structures, especially for natural textures [2] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a novel optimization-based technique for tilebased texture synthesis. Our results for both texture synthesis and image tiling are comparable to state-of-the-arts. We define a pattern repetitive principle that allows us to derive new ω-tile sets from the existing one. An optimized sample patches selection algorithm based on GA is used to improve the quality of the whole tile set. This framework is also fit for quality improvement of Wang-tile based texture synthesis [5] . Our technique can be nicely applied in the environment where real-time texture synthesis is needed, such as 3D games and real-time virtual reality systems, while the local region-growing methods such as image quilting, graph-cut and texture optimization are not applicable (need seconds or minutes to generate an image).
A limitation of our technique is that because it tries to erase the junctions in the intermediate tiles by a single patch from the input example, it is always constrained by the patterns of the intermediate tiles. It is manifested as relatively low qualities when synthesizing some structural textures, for example the eggs texture in Figure 4 . For future work, we wish to extend our tile-based synthesis technique to handle image or geometric textures on 3D models. Another potential direction is to experiment with other local region-growing texture synthesis methods, such as texture optimization [14] and fractional Fourier texture masks [23] , in the tile construction step to improve the synthesizing quality of structural textures.
